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People Magazine"Shady Bizzness was disturbing and intense! It was like a good scary movie!"
MSNBC"It was brilliantly written!" The Queen Latifah Show"It's definitely a good read." Book
DescriptionThis story is based on the factual ills of "white rapper" and Hip-Hop phenomenon,
"Eminem". "Shady Bizzness" tell about real life events of his public and private lifestyle. The book
details the good times, hardships, drug abuse, domestic violence, scandals, sex, near-death
experiences, murder, oppression of employees and bitter betrayl. "Shady Bizzness" is everything a
parent despises, thugs love, groupies lust over, and wives hate!
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3 sides to every story. Easy read. You can feel the author's frustration. I'd recommend for an
Eminem fan. I think there's certainly truth in this. It's not great writing, but certainly readable. It tells
this story pretty well though.

I thought the book was a good read! many people will probably say hes lying or something like that
but i mean you kind of have to believe both sides really. does anyone argue the fact that em was
taking alot of drugs back then? doubt it so this book was an interesting need

This book was an eye opening reality check in regards to the way I had put Slim on a pedestal. This
book confirmed that he is human and makes mistakes like the rest of us. I love the honesty and
transparency of Byron Williams.

Not much to say but the book was a page turner and an easy read. It showed the dynamics of the
business for the good and bad. This book really gave you insight as if you were there - this is
something noone really hears or reads about as far as this celebrity is concerned. It was funny at
times but then it also made me want to hurt Em myself when the arguments begun and the words
became loose and free. Well written Mr. Williams. Thank you

This is one of the hardest books to try to read due to the writing style. It is very conversational,
which could be fine, but it's extremely repetitive and makes the same point over and over again. It's
more of an indictment of Eminem than the story of his bodyguard. I found it to be too annoying to
read to the end. I read about 20% of the book before giving up and deleting it from my Kindle-it was
that bad. It sounded less like a story and more like a whining, disgruntled employee. Nothing new to
see here.

I was really hoping this book would be more about Eminem. WAY more about Eminem. Instead, it's
Byron's soapbox for whining about his pay (literally, he does that for about 65% of the book) and
having to see far too many exclamation points (he writes like a third grader, at best).There are some
juicy parts here and there, but this book was really just for Byron to get all his grievances off his
chest. Which is too bad, because no one cares about him - we want to read about the man you
were being paid (poorly, I know - we get it) to protect.I found myself skipping through so many parts
- just not a good book overall.

Perfect... Thanks!
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